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practice. But, not just standing around
calmly shooting free throws. Instead of
relaxing at the line, Connecticut uses
a fast-paced shooting drill, which Dan
Wetzel of Yahoo! Sports described in
After using its preparation, athleticism
a recent column.
and talent to overcome horrific
Basically, players go to the line and
free-throw shooting in the NCAA
need to make at least 17 free throws in
Tournament, Kentucky finally tripped
60 seconds (most Huskies get up 23 or
over that line 15 feet from the basket. In
24 shots). There is no time to spin the
losing the title game to UConn, Kentucky
ball casually and no time to go through
shot a dreadful 13-of-24 from the line
the motions first. “It’s constant motion,
in stark contrast to the Huskies’ perfect
it cuts down on all the unnecessary
10-for-10.
motion and I think it helps guys get into
Trailing by five points with five
a rhythm,” assistant coach Glenn Miller
minutes remaining, Julius Randle made
told Wetzel.
1-of-2 from the line. Fifteen seconds
If players don’t make 17 free throws?
later the Wildcats forced a turnover,
Head coach Kevin Ollie says players
got fouled and missed the front end
sprint the length
of a 1-and-1.
of the court twice.
One minute
“It allows us to not think.
Ollie loves the drill
later Kentucky’s
It’s rapid fire. The guys
so much he stops
Alex Poythress
respond to it well...”
practice three
threw down a
to four times a
monster, possibly
session to run it.
momentum-shifting dunk only to miss
“It allows us to not think. It’s rapid fire.
the free throw afterward.
The guys respond to it well. They get
Sure, it’s too simplistic to say UConn
tired of me running it, but that’s OK. As
won the title simply due to free-throw
long as they keep knocking them down,
shooting. But, in a post-game interview,
I’m going to keep doing it,” Ollie told
John Calipari acknowledged UConn’s
Wetzel.
success at the line (not just in this game
Ollie certainly will “keep doing it” next
as UConn went 10-of-13 and 21-of-22 in
its previous two tourney games) factored season after his Huskies drilled 101 of 115
free throws (87.8%) in six tournament
into his late-game strategy.
games en route to the
“Late you could say, ‘Why not foul?’
national title.
Because they didn’t miss any free
throws. Those are the dice I rolled,”
Calipari said.
And why is UConn so good at
Michael Austin
Editor-in-chief
shooting free throws? Of course,
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Visualize The Goal
The UConn men’s basketball team
had a moment in AT&T Stadium three
months prior to cutting down the nets
for the national championship there.
The Huskies were in Texas for a
pair of games spanning the New
Year’s Day holiday. After a 4-point
loss at Houston Dec. 31, head coach

www.basketballcoachweekly.com

Kevin Ollie and his squad boarded a
plane to Dallas in anticipation of the
team’s Jan. 4 game at SMU. On Jan.
2, Ollie brought his Huskies to AT&T
Stadium, which was serving as the
site of the 2014 men’s Final Four.
Ollie wanted the players to
understand the final goal and
big picture. There are bumps
along the way, but he wanted
focus on the ultimate prize.
“Guys, if we just keep working hard

UConn celebrated the national
title in part to its in-practice
free-throw approach

In this issue...
HIGH3 CREATE
PERCENTAGE SHOTS

Today’s game focuses on the perimeter
but when teams struggle shooting 3s,
such as Tennessee this season, they
need to find other methods for scoring

HANDOFFS, DOUBLE
4 FAKE
SCREEN & SCORE

Confuse the defense with a pair of fake
handoffs then bring your scorer around
for a real handoff and scoring chance

TWICE, CURL,
5 SCREEN
CATCH & SCORE

The scorer’s defender has no shot in
keeping pace as he sets a high, then a
low, screen before curling to the wing

HITTER SERIES:
6 QUICK
DRIBBLE OVER
Beat a zone defense with the
nonverbal play call utilizing ball
reversal and a low pin screen

and listen to me, we’re going to be
here playing in front of our Husky
Nation and be here for the Final
Four,” Ollie reportedly told his team.
They still had to manage more
regular-season bumps before coming
together in the post-season. But,
it’s something to consider with
your teams if possible – let them
see the ultimate goal to make all
the off-season work have a bit
more meaning. – Michael Austin
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NCAA TOURNAMENT SETS – TENNESSEE
Tennessee
scored at the
rim and
advanced to the
Sweet 16

Attack The Rim
When your team struggles nailing outside shots, design opportunities for players to attack
the rim and net high-percentage points

H

ere are two equally true yet
distinctly different phrases
to describe the University of
Tennessee men’s team’s season:
1. Sweet 16 qualifier
2. Dreadful from 3-point land
The Volunteers ended the regular
season tied for 209th in the country in
3-point percentage at a paltry 33.6%.
Tennessee certainly didn’t turn things
around once the NCAA Tournament
began. In fact, things got decidedly
worse for the Vols from behind the arc
yet the team ripped off three straight
wins and almost knocked off powerhouse
Michigan in the Sweet 16 (Tennessee won
three games to advance to the Sweet
16 by playing in the “first round” of the
tournament vs. Iowa).
www.basketballcoachweekly.com

In the team’s four post-season games,
the guys from Knoxville only knocked
down 16 long-range shots in 68 attempts
(23.5%). Of course, Cuonzo Martin
obviously knows his team inside and out,
so he also knew the Vols were going to
win by going … inside first then out.
Tennessee attacked the rim with
authority in its tournament games and
piled on the points. Even in the loss to
Michigan, in which the Vols looked a bit
lost in the first half, Martin rallied the
troops by creating high-percentage plays
for easy looks at the hoop.
The following two pages break down
a pair of those in-close plays against
Michigan. The first uses two fake handoffs
before the high post executes a real
handoff with a talented ball handler

curling around the elbow. The movements
open the lane’s middle and Tennessee
scored an easy bucket.
The second has the scorer setting a high
screen, then a low screen before curling to
the wing (inside the 3-point line), catching
the ball and in a position to penetrate the
lane. This play also resulted in a layup and
helped Martin’s team get back on track.
There are going to be those years when
your team simply can’t drill outside shots.
It doesn’t mean you go away from the
perimeter game but smart coaches are
going to design sets to get their gifted
ball handlers closer to the rim. Then, as
defenses collapse, the other players space
inside the 3-point arc and knock down
mid-range jumpers to keep your team
competitive.
Issue 33
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NCAA
TOURNAMENT
BASKETBALL
GAME PLAYS – TENNESSEE

Fake Handoffs, Double Screen & Score
Tennessee used a pair of high-percentage scoring plays to claw back into its Sweet 16
game vs. Michigan – the first uses a fake double handoff and results in a layup

WHY USE IT

A fake handoff isn’t easily
detected as the ball could be
in either the original player’s
or potentially receiving
player’s hands – use this
deception to create spacing.

SET UP

Trailing by double digits in
the first half against Michigan,
Tennessee decided to attack
the rim with high-percentage
plays to cut into the deficit.
This play starts with two
players at the right-side high
post and the scorer in the left
corner.

The player who eventually
ends up driving to the hoop
starts away from the action

1
Place the ball directly in the player’s
stomach as he runs by to sell the fake
handoff could be real – this draws
defenders away from the final action

HOW TO PLAY

The point guard dribbles
left and passes to the
lower of the two high-post
players coming to the ball
side [1]. After passing, the
point follows the ball and
the ball handler executes a
fake handoff with him. The
right high post then curls
around for a fake handoff
as well. Both players then
form a double screen and the
left-corner player curls high
[2]. The curling player then
receives a handoff pass, rubs
off the shoulder of the passer
and dribbles hard to the rim
as the defense trails [3].

TECHNIQUE

2
Run hard off the double screen
and be in position to receive a
real handoff

The passing player rolls
toward the hoop in case a
pass-back is needed or to
follow a missed shot

3

The player who receives the
initial pass has to sell each of
the fake handoffs as real. It’s
similar to option movements
of a football quarterback and
running back.

Player movement
www.basketballcoachweekly.com

Once securing the ball,
dribble hard down the lane’s
middle and attack the rim

Ball movement

Dribble

Shot
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NCAA
TOURNAMENT
BASKETBALL
GAME PLAYS – TENNESSEE

Screen Twice, Curl, Catch & Score
The second of Tennessee’s last first-half plays vs. Michigan features a high post executing
two screens, curling back to the wing, catching a pass and attacking the rim

WHY USE IT

Initial screening and ballmovement action indicates
to the defense the play is
moving left … but you know
it’s a set up to attack the right.

SET UP

Four players are located
above the free-throw line.
Your fifth player occupies a
defender on the left side.

Run off the screener’s shoulder
and then the screener moves
low as well

1

HOW TO PLAY

The point guard passes to
the wing, then sprints low
off a screen from the high
post, who then rolls low as
well [1]. The wing reverses
the ball by passing to the top.
The original screener now
screens for the other player
on the block. That player curls
across the lane, uses a second
screen and comes free on the
opposite wing. Combined
with the reversal pass, it now
appears the action is heading
left. The passer downscreens
to free the scorer coming to
the wing [2]. The pass goes to
the scorer on the right, who
catches and attacks the rim
as the defense has shifted
left [3].

TECHNIQUE

The scorer, who initially
screens and moves low, must
wait for the action to shift left
before coming to the right
wing. This makes the defense
think the ball is moving left
and helps gain space on the
floor’s right side.

The scorer waits after setting
this screen and allows the
defense to shift left before
popping to the right wing

2
Have this player curl hard to the left
and sell the idea of the ball moving
in this direction by having him look
for a potential pass

If the defense is in position, look to
this player who set the low screen
and now has a defender on his
back for a post-up opportunity

3

Player movement
www.basketballcoachweekly.com

On the catch, the scorer attacks the
lane before the defense has time to
recover from the left side

Ball movement

Dribble

Shot
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QUICK-HITTER
SERIES: DRIBBLE OVER
BASKETBALL GAME

Create Short-Corner Jumper Vs. Zone
When a zone is thrown at your team, run this nonverbal play utilizing ball reversal and a
low screen to manufacture a high-percentage jump shot

WHY USE IT

Teams typically toss the
ball around the perimeter
when facing a zone defense.
Instruct players to attack
deep in the zone for scoring
opportunities.

SET UP

You’re in a standard set with
guards on opposite wings and
forwards on opposite blocks.
Once the defense sets up in a
1-3-1 zone, run this play. This is
a nonverbal call. Players know
when the defense moves
into a 1-3-1, you run this play.
It eliminates the scrambling
taking place when a defense
goes zone.

HOW TO PLAY

The point dribbles at the
right-wing player. The right
wing flashes to the high post
then to the opposite side. The
left wing relocates to the top
[1]. Upon reaching the rightwing area, the point guard
reverses the ball with a pass
to the top, then another pass
is made to the opposite wing.
As this is happening, the
right-side post cuts hard off a
screen the left post is setting
on the bottom defender
[2]. The pass is made to
the cutting post for an easy
baseline jumper [3].

Activities by:

The shooter waits for the
initial perimeter action to
occur before relocating to
the opposite side

Dave McIntosh,
assistant boys coach,
Fort Vancouver High
School, Vancouver, Wash.

1
As the point guard dribbles
right, the right-wing player
moves to the high post to
warrant the attention of the
middle defender

The key to the play is this low screen
– make sure it is solid and does not
allow the only low defender the
ability to get around it

2
These perimeter passes are
sharp and crisp – you can’t beat
a zone with soft, lofting passes

3

TECHNIQUE

The cutting post needs to
wait for the ball reversal to
begin before relocating. If
he moves too early, the low
defender has time to react.

The shooter catches the ball,
faces up and takes the shot
before any defenders close out

Player movement
www.basketballcoachweekly.com

Ball movement

Dribble

Shot
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